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via..Q: Sort collection in memory We are using a IList to load
some data for our end users. Some data is fixed and doesn't
need to be updated. The other data changes at run time. We
are optimizing our app to work at workstation speed, so we
want to sort the list of changing data whenever it changes. The
sorting is done as follows: When we need to store a new list,
copy it (ie. all the fixed data stays put). Save the whole list and
sort it. (using Sort() on IList) Copy the new list into the big list
at the end of our list. The problem is that when we save the
whole list, we also need to maintain the other collections, like
a dictionary, which we can't sort if we sort the whole list. After
some researches, it seems that it is impossible in memory sort
a collection. Is there a way to sort a collection on it's own
memory without having the whole collections? The collection is
the same and they always have the same items, so I guess I
have to keep references to it somehow... A: You have to use
SortedList, which has internal sorting of lists. A: It sounds like
you need to change the design of your system. If your "same
list" has no relationship to the fixed list, then you should make
a new List that holds both together. Make sure you create the
new one at the end of the large list. If the lists are related
(maybe "the same list" is some kind of cache of the data in the
"fixed list"), then you just need to implement a
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Collections.Generic.IEnumerable.Sort() function to allow the
fast-sort of just the changing part. You could make that
generic, and probably use IEnumerable.Sort() to sort both lists
at the same time. I'm not sure if this answers your question,
but it sounds like you need to change your thinking about your
system 6d1f23a050
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